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Editorial. 
THE evils of the small district system in the organization of the country schools have been amply demonst,rated by our past 
experience with that system. Such districts must, in most cases, 
be very weak financiall .' Financial weakness carries with it 
every other kind of weakness in the administration of school 
·affairs as well as other affairs. It implies wea~, b::cause inex-
perienced teachers. It implies ill-planned,· ill-constructed, and 
poorly furnished school houses. It implies a want of needful 
apparatus, books, and other material aids to instruction. It 
implies poor teaching, a lack ofintere&t among both parents and 
pupils. It implies an inadequate preparation for the voyage bf 
life, and presag~s failure and disaster while a wise and generous 
system of education would be a prophecy and pledge of a suc- . 
cessful and prosperous career to thousands of ingenuous youth. 
The constant changes in the boundaries of these districts and 
the strifes and contentions which too often give rise to them 
tend to perpetual instability and endless embarrassment in the 
administration of great interests demanding the utmost harmony 
of effort and unity of purpose among tbe people. 
With the inauguration of the township system comes the pos-
sibility and the promise of a new and better order of things. 
Concentration takes the place of dispersion. Weakness is re-
placed by comparative strength. A multitude of incompetent 
officers chosen by districts give way to a few more intelligent 
and capable ones chosen from the entire township. A proper 
gradation and arrangement of the schools are secured. Compe-
t~nt teachers at better rates .of compensation take the places of 
tramps ready to "keep school" at any price. School houses are 
erected at the expense of the township and located to suit the 
greatest convenience of the inhabitants and without regard to 
arbitrary district lines. Primary and intermediate schools are 
so placed asl to be, easily accessible to the younger children, and 
higher schools are established at the centers for pupils of the 
more advanced grades. In this manner most of the essentials 
of a compact and efficient organization may be realized and the 
schools of the rural districts be made to approximate more nearly 
to the necessities of the country for a higher order of citizenship 
as well as of productive skill in the industries of life. 
But in addition to these changes in the plan of managing 
the schools of the rural districts, other measures are needed 
looking to a more coinplete coo';dinatiotl 0/ the whole system 
from the lower primary to the high schools and universities. A 
course of study, carefully adjusted to the different grades and 
eSl'ecially adapted to the wants of the people at every step, 
should be adopted and enforced. In most of the country 
schools there is literally no course marked out and none is fol-
lowed. To a great extent each child is permitted virtually to 
select . his studies, and he is quite certain to choose precisely 
those for ,v-hich he is unfitted. Fifth and Sixth Readers are fre-
quently found in the hands of those who· need a thorough drill-
ing in the Second and Third. Algebra is attempted by children 
that. are ignorant of the first principles of arithmetic. Natural 
philosophy is attempted by those who cannot compose 'a page of 
respectable English, write a promisory note, or balance a simple 
cash account. Latin is rendered a dead language in a double 
sense by hundreds who ought to be striving for a mastery of the 
living mother tongue. There needs to be: an intelligent and 
authoritative adjustment of studies for these lower schoels, . and 
equally authodtative tests to determine illat tltey petform the work 
assigned them faithfully and well. . 
To this end an Educational Service Reform is indispensable. 
School officers cf every grade should be chosen. on competitive 
examinations. Intelligence and experience in educational affairs 
should form the basis of appointments and elections to places of 
responsibility and trust in every part of the system. In othp.r 
words, the great and paramount interests of education should be 
guided and controlled by educated educational men and women . . 
The principle governing the case is that no branch 0/ business can 
be wisely and profitably served except by those who understand and 
are familiar with it. 'This principle is recognized in respect to 
private affairs. The intelligence and skill which training and ex-
perience alone can give are sought and adequately compensated in 
all those trades, professions,and callings in which great pecuniary 
profit and loss are involved. Why are th~y so, generally ignor-
ed in the higher service of moral and intellectual culture, . the 
basis alike of all true individual happiness and of public order, 
progress, and prosperity? The application of these ideas to the 
administration of our educational service can be secured only 
through a higher order of school legislation. Such le~i~lation 
seems possible only through 3 more enlightened condltI?D of 
public sentiment to demand and sustain it. And here agal~ w~ 
need enlightened and zealous leadership, which can be reahzed 
only through a wiser and better mode of selecting school officers 
and teachers. This may be effected as before stated by means 
of competitive examinations and an adequate compensa,Hon for 
services skil{fully and faithfully rendered. 
The tenure of office, whether for teachers or those' who serve 
the cause outside of the schools, should be certain and stable while , 
the duties are efficiently performed. The uncertainty of this ten-
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·ure, especially for teachers, combined with their inadequate and 
illiberal compensation, is one of the most glaring evils in the 
American system of education. In this vitally important mat-
ter we are far behind nearly all other civilized nations that are 
building their civil administrations upon the universal education 
of the people. Indeed, this weakness has attracted the attention 
and provoked the strictures of many eminent foreigners drawn 
tc our shores by the centennial exposition of last year.' Our own 
most thoughtful and intelligent educators see and feel it and 
would gladly remedy the evil were it in their power; How the 
task is to be accomplished it is not difficult to discover. It 
must be brought about through that discussion and agitation 
which induces reflection and conviction among the patriotic, 
the intelligent, and the thoughtful. The mightiest force that {)Ught 
to be operative throughout the republic to-day is a sentiment oj 
thorough liberality and loyalty toward that common school system 
that is conceded to be the basts Of republt"can instt"tutions. What is 
. most needed ;is an intelligent and hearty appreciation' of the 
means and agencies required to make that system effective for the 
grand purpose of giving to every child that training which is to 
m~ke him a good citizen, a good neighbor, and a good man in 
all the varied relations of life.· Divided counsels will never ed· 
ucate the whole people nor save the free institutions of this na-
tion. A statesmanship that is more devoted to party than to 
country can never rede'em, regenerate, and disenthrall that 
country. A half organized, half administarted sch'ool system 
can never make education universal nor return to the people an 
adequate compensat.ion for the expenditures incurred in its be-
half. 
A radical error in the system of public school education in 
large cities is a tendency on the part of the teachers to put aside 
teaching-or to smother it in an observance of rules, regulations, 
examinations, exercises, etc. , which consume much of tl1e time 
which ought to be employed in giving instruction. Pupils are 
not taught enough ;-they are ' compelled to . learn, if not at 
school, (and generally there is-little time left 'for that there) , 
then by hav.ing home tasks imposed upon them, which ought 
never to find a place in the cUl'riculum of a child's school work. 
If the hours allotted to school each day do not afford sufficient 
time in which to accomplish a' reasonable amount of teach.ing, 
then they should be extended. The school-room is the place 
where pupils should learn their lessons, where the instructor has 
the facilities of blackboard, maps, charts, and books of reference. 
School teaching is degenerating too much in to school keeping. It is 
not teaching a pupil to-send him home at the close Of school with 
directiops to prepare his lessons and to write numerous exercises 
of doubtful utility to be presented the next day. After a child has 
spent five or six hours of a day at his school, he should be left" 
entirely free from school tasks till the next day. School will 
not then be regarded so much as a routine of drudgery, "and the 
love of learning will not be so often killed out by ap. attempt at 
its unnatural and forced cultivation. . W. 
The improvement in the condition of the crops this year, and 
the general anticipation among all classes of people of a steadily 
improving condition of trade, have already given some token of 
good results in the increased .number of students in attendance 
upon collegiate institutions and normal schools. Although money 
in hand ' may be scarcely: more plentiful, yet many parents have 
nevertheless taken advantage of the opening of the schools, and 
have, like well-trained patrons, permitted their sons and daugh- • 
ters to be present at the opening of the term. Many others, 
especially the farmers, are yet waiting to complete the fall work, 
and perhaps make some sales of wheat before patronizing the 
schools. At any rate the increased attendance upon the schools 
is significant not only of an improvement in the present and 
prospective financial condition of the country, but to some extent 
of an increased interest in such education as the schools are sup-
posed to furnish. The most gratifying feature of this increa<;ed 
patronage of educational institutions is that the norm'al schools 
in particular are swelled to overflowing, though their own num-
ber is every year increased. This gives hope of a higher grade of 
talent in the te~ching force of the country. The school taught 
by an untrained teacher should be the exception, and should be 
met with only in the most remote districts. The day seems to 
be approaching in this country when the profession of teaching 
shall be recognized as the high and noble vocation which it 
really is. . W . 
The- Popular Science MontMy for September, in its notice of 
Johnson's "Oriental Religions-China," takes occasion to 
make an attack on the American school system, and especially 
the graded schoof system of the West. "It is of but little use," 
says our critic," to talk to Americans about education anywhere 
else in the world; yet, as we are rapidly sliding into the Chi-
nese system of education by state r.ontrol, our people might 
profitably look into the working of that system where it has had 
prolonged trial and worked out its legitimate consequences." We 
may pass the implied charge of educational bigotry with asimple 
challenge to the writer to point to any people on the earth who 
have shown themselves so ready tO 'study foriegn educational 
systems, and to accept light from all sources. Lancastrianism, 
Pestalozzianism, Frobelism, have all been imported in turn, and 
have had their run; foreign school bOOks and apparatus have 
been welcomed, and foreign schools have been imitated, some-
times to our cost. The German universities have no more ear-
nest eulogists than in America, and they may almost be said to 
be crowded with American students; we have copied with readi-
ness their polytechnic and art schools, and have even imported 
their teachers, and praised them as if they must necessarily be 
better than our own. 
But what shall we say to the charge that "we are rapidly slid-
ing into the Chinese system of education by state control ?" Is 
state education unknown in Europe? Did our forefathers bor-
row it from China, or bring it from Europe? Are our public 
schools anY"more state schools than they have always been? And 
is there a single feature of our system which peculiarly resembles 
that of the Chinese? Are our schools alike in aim, in method, 
in studies, in public or private relations, in work or results? 
What does the writer mean? Perhaps we might guess. 
Our critic continues, "in these schools," -the Chinese,-"even 
organization holds an inferior place to the mere act of 'repeat-
ing after the teacher, each by himself, in a shrill voice, rocking 
to and fro.' This perfect image of automatism is not without 
resemblance to the arrangements into graded classes, so much 
admired in our western school systems, and to those arts of 
reading in concert which are believed to have such virtue in 
our democratic culture." He quotes Mr. Johnson's work'as 
pronouncing a similar condemnation of these "processes of 
an excessive organization, so widely admired in the public 
schools of America." It is truly unfortunate that neither Mr. 
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Johnson nor his American critic should know so little of the 
true character of our western schools. It is not to be -denied 
that our graded schools, like all others, have a tendency to ~run 
into formalism ; but so has every thing else that is human. Yet 
this is by no means the general, or even the worst fault of our 
schools. Western people are the worst material in the world to 
make formalists of; and western schools, of all others, are the 
least given to formalism. Their fault is that of a crude indepen-
dence which refuses to follow, as much as it ought, even good 
examples. No part of the country can present so many original 
types, not alw.ays indeed commendable, of either the common 
schools, or pf higher institutions of learning. As to the "reading 
in concert" which so frightens our critic, in how many schools 
is it practiced at all? And in how few is it practiced to that mod-
erate extent' to which it might be used with the greatest advan-
tage? And to compare the American "reading in conecrt" to 
the Chinese concert'recitation of th~ syllables represented by the 
thousands of characters of their written language, this is too bad 
to be endured. Who can blame the poor Chinese teacher 
for resorting to the concert system to teach not twenty-six letters 
such as we have, but several thousand syllabic signs? How 
can he do better? Nor do we believe that the pecuiiar stereo-
typed character of our Mongolian brethren is due to their 
concert reading. Our private opinion is that it is due to their 
enormous pig-tailed cues. We commend this theory to the Editor 
of the Popular Science Monthly. G. 
Contributions. 
HALF HOURS WITH PLANTS: OR HINTS IN BOTANY. 
IV. A LESSON OF THE LEAF. 
S. P. BARTLETT, So. Dartmouth, Mass. 
"Leaves have their time to fall ." 
WE remember the maple leaves of spring, how we gathered them from the pretty trees overhanging the little river bridge, when they were 
young and green. How tender and thin they were ,; how beautiful.y fresh 
and bright, just growing in the warm sweet air of May. The gentle atmos-
phere of spring unfolded all the tiuy yonng leaf-clusters which had burst from 
their close winter coats, wrapping them so kindly from killing cold, and they 
camc forth with s\lnshine and breezes to grow, and clothe the whole forest 
with foliage, and make every wayside and home beautiful. But the I~aves 
were not made for the delight they give us, alone. Like all God's gifts to us, 
they have a purpose, and many 1,lses. Perltaps the children never thought the 
leaves of any use to the tree itself,-perhaps they never have thought of that, 
at a ll ,-and yet, the the tree could not live and flourish from blossom to 
fruitage time without its green leaves. 
In the first place it breathes through them. Every leaf has numerous little 
breathing pores upon either its upper, or Ulider, or both sides-oftenest upon 
the under. They are very, very small; invisible to the naked, eye; so minute 
that the lilac leaf has 160,000 to the square inch, all on the under side. 
, Did you ever read of the magnificent Victoria Regia water lily discovered 
by Sir Robert Schomburgh, on the first of January, 1837, and described by him 
as he then saw it growing wild in "a currentless basin" (what did he mean by 
that?) Of the far away river Berbice in GuialJa? Who can tell me where 
Guiana is? This plant has since been successfully transplanted to the Royal 
English Gardens of Kew, and the Crystal Palace, at Sydenham, etc., and if 
you ever go to England you may see its splendid flowers, and leaf, with your 
own eyes. It has a most wonderful leaf, six feet in diameter. How should 
we measure, that great leaf to get its diameter? It is salv.er;shaped; with a 
broad. turned-up rim round the margin, five or 'six inches hig~. Within, it is 
of a hght green color; on the outSide, of a bright 'crimson. This under &ur-
face rests upon the water, so it has no 'need of any breath-pores upon that side, 
but on the upper ~urface it has millions of them. Some other time I will 
p.escribe this magnificent plant, with its beautiful white and rose colored lilies , 
so large and fragrant, for it is very wonderful in every respect, and worthy to ' 
be named for Queen Victoria herself. 
But the common leaves we look upon, those of the rose bush, and the little 
herb, and the maple tree, are no less important to theirplan~s than the great 
Victoria Regia's to its life. 
Plants are also fed through their feaves (as well as their roots) which know 
how to take and use through theIr delicate vessels what they were made to 
receive from the sunshine and moisture. These movements are hidden, but 
always remember there is a life that God alone could create and sustain, 
as wondrous and admirable as our sun, going on in the framework of every 
plant, and as you grow older and wiser, you can be led to understand more 
of its operation and perfection. 
Another use for the leaves is to protect the flowers and fruit. A tree or plant 
with tender bloom or fruit upon leafless naked branches would have but frayed, 
and scorched, and wilted blossoms, and blasted, wind-shaken fruit, besides' 
looking very unsightly. But now the summer is over, the blossoms are spent, 
the fruit crop is gathered, and we are come to the season wheu our plants and 
trees have done with their leaves, for winter is a resting time for ~he for,est 
and garden, and as the summer boughs cast away their leaves, we say it is 
the falI: Did you ever think before, that means the fall of the leaf? It is 
a very beautiful thought, and not all sad, when we consider how beneficent 
and loving is our Father, who makes each season, by what we call the laws 
of nature, perform its work so admirably. We know the lively colors many 
leaves ,take on, ere they die and drop away. For here is our maple cluster, 
touched with so many shades of yellows, and reds, that no painter could imi-
tate its hues or arrangement of colors. The hand that laid them was indeed 
divine. The walnut grew golden brown, the honeysuckle blUIsh, and the 
poppy was yellowing, long ago; but tHis beautiful study of the colors we must 
also leave for another time, only we will still save our bright autumn leaves 
to make the winter rooms delightful, in frames, festoons, and groups, as days 
grow barren. 
As the cold winds sweep, they will help the trees cast , even the sere and 
russet leaves, which are then I!ot wasted, for they shelter many low lying llttle 
hardy plants; some that bud beforehand for the spring time, like the dear 
May-flower, or hide a~ay like the evergreen Christm9,S wreaths; and i~ de-
caying, they enrich the spot upon which they are cast, 'and help m'ake the 
life-giving soil of future forests. 
CAUGHT AT LAST. 
Prof. EASTERDAY, Carthage College, Ill. 
LONG was the time that two blood-stained associates escaped detection. Vigilant, too, as the famous "Pinkertons" were the watchmen in pur-
suit. Smce the fugitives have been overtaken it does not appear either that 
any great effort had been put forth by them to avoid discovery. The facls 
connected with their apprehension, and their previnus peramoulations, are 
full of interest. It is now well known that every day and every night, without 
a single exception for centuries more than three score, they had with perfect 
impunity ventured far out from the "rock of their defense." Nor was the 
,watchman's post deserted during an instant of this time. Adam gazed from 
the hill-tops of Eden, and Noah from the summit of Mount Ararat. Baby-
lon, Egypt, and Greece, each furnished her full quota of' watchmen. The 
pursuers have been in all countries of the earth. They have watched by day 
and by night from the plains of Shinar, from the temples of India, from the 
pyramids of Egypt, from the burnmg deserts of Arabia, from the east and 
the west, from the north and the south. Copernicus, Tycho, Galileo, and 
Kepler, in their respective times, kept their vigils most untiringly. 
The distinguishel honor, however, was reserved for a citizen of O,UI' OW,ll 
favored cou~try , The arrest was made in our country's happy capital, in the 
stillness of a midnight hour, when the city's din had ceased, and the very 
earth seemed to 'be holding her breath in delightful anticipation. For more 
than six thousand years the wanderers had defied tlle<skill of all humanity. 
In these multiplied ages not a single ~Iimp~e of them had been caught. N6 
wonder, then, that the announcement of their sudden apprehension startled 
the world. ... 
It was on the njght of August 16, 1877, that Prof. Hall, of thl! Naval Ob· 
servatory at Washington, by th~ aid of his huge refractol', discovered tbe first 
of the two moons of Mars. This brings to mind that it was on the night of 
J.!1nuary 8, 1610, when ' Galileo, by the aid of Iiis "spygtass," discovered the 
moons of Jupiter. ' Such must indeed be occasions in men's lives in whIch 
they "live years of wrapt enjoyment in a moment." , 
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It is tIlle that the circumstances of the occasion of this discovery were un-
usually favorable_ The earth, in her journey around the sun, was almost 
precisely between the sun and Mars. Mars, too, was near that point of his 
orbit which is nearest the sun, whilst the earth, happily, was near that point 
in her orbit which is farthest from the sun. All these conspired to bring the 
earth and Mars unusually near to each other. Besides this, Prof. Hall was 
armed with a magnificent telescope. 
Among the many adv'lntages which this discovery affords to science is the 
means it furnishes by which to determine with ' precision the mass of the planet 
Mars. It is readily seen that, having given the distance of a moon from the plan-
etaround which it revolves, and the time of its revolution, the centrifugal force 
may be accurately computed. This centrifugal force being necessarily coun-
terbalanced by the attraction of the planet, and the distance through which 
the planet acts being known, the exact amount of matter in the planet is de-
termined. 
In case of planets destitute of ,moons, the mass can be approximated by 
tedious calculations based upon their power to distort the orbits of their near-
est neighbors. By such means., long unmanageable, the mass of Mars had 
been concluded to be a very little more than one-eighth of that of the earth. 
It is now found that his mass is certainly a very little less than one eighth of 
that of the earth. The smallness in the difference of these results is a most 
extraordinary compliment to the accuracy of previous observations and com-
putations. 
Usually it takes far greater optical power to make a discovery than to verify 
it; yet there are few instruments in the world by use of which this wonderful" 
discovery may even be verified. The moons of Mars are quite diminutive, and 
the distance from their Martial commander at which they perform their silent 
evolutions is comparativ.ely very small. The time of ;evolution of the earth's 
moon is about twenty-seven days. The time of revolution of the more distant 
moon of Mars is about thirty hours; and of the less distant the time is re-
markably nearly one-fourth as great. The discovery of these satellites must 
ever rank among the grandest sciconttfic achievements of the nineteenth cen-
tury. 
COLLEGIATE EDUCATION FOR WOMEN. 
SECOND ARTICLE. 
Prof. S. H. CARPENTER, University of Wisconsin. 
IT ~S unf~rtun~te for the ~peedy and conclusive determination of the ques-tlOn of Id~ntical education for women that prejudice is so ready to jump 
to a predetermined conclusion. But while there may be fault on both sides, 
we think the inertia of conservative prejudice that frowns upon all. change a 
greater hindrance to unbiased judgment than the haste of radicalism. 
The last Visiting Committee in their Report to the Regents of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin allude to' the health of the young women, and call attention 
to the question whether they are physi<,aUy able to prosecute higher courses 
of shldy in the same classes with young men. This Report has been printed 
in advance of its appearance in the Report of the Regents, and attention has 
been very widely called to its statements as though the question ' of identical 
education were thereby conclusively settled, and the experiment definitely 
closed in failure. 
The examiners themselves in their Report call attention to the fact that 
~eir visit was of but few days' duration, and urge upon the Regents the 
appointment of the Committee for the year, so that they may not be compelled to 
form their opinion from so brief and hasty an examination. This is a very 
important suggestion, and the plain inference is that the examiners felt the 
need of more time if they were to form a safe judgment. 
Identical education has been the rule at this University f~r the past six years. 
At first a majority of the Faculty opposed it ; now all favor it ; so that preju-
dice has not led the way to their present position. I wish to state a few facts 
in regard to the success of the experiment, particularly as it has appeared to 
affect the health of the young women, not so much by way of answer to the 
Report of the Visiting Committee, as to support their recommendation that 
future committees have more time and a wider range of observation from 
which to draw their conclusions. 
In the first place: At the time of the Committee's visit-Commencement-
the senior class had just passed through their regular degree examination, in 
addition to which they were required to pass a special examination before the 
Committee, in some instances lasting through six hours a day. The work of 
preparation for Commencement, and the natural anxiety incident to thr.t occa-
sion, resulted in an increase of nervousness, which was as evident to the 
Faculty as to visitors. The e~or was very natural to attribute to the year's 
study what was really due to the week's excitement. We also believe that in 
some instances a constitutional habit was mistaken for the effects of over-work. 
In the 'second place: All the young women in the regular ' classes are back 
this term in apparently good health, and are doing well in their studies. All 
we ask of anyone who desires to see this question settled upon its merits is to 
visit us now, and form his optnions from what he sees. Students need vaca-
tions; so do ministers and lawyers, or any class of men who follow intellectual 
callings, and it is evidently unfair to draw conclusions as to the healthfulness 
of such callings from the appearance of those who follow them, when they are 
jaded and worn by a year's steady application. The effect must be judged by 
the power of recupe~ation. If rest restores the wasted energies, the labor has 
not been excessive. Judged ,by this principle, the health of our young women 
has not suffered; and here facts are the best arguments. 
In the next place: Two members of the Committee-both of them teachers 
of high standing and long experience-did not sign the Report, one of them, 
to our knowledge, dissenting from this feature of the Report-and the other 
presumably for the same reason. It may be that their wider experience in such 
matters had taught them the unwisdom uf judging from such slender data. So 
far as this is matter of opinion, the opinion of experts ought to be taken, 
and here I may say the Faculty unanimously coincide with the views of the 
teachers on tbe Committee. 
Our course is severe; it is intended to be so; this is a university, and not a 
young ladie~' seminary. Continuous application to study taxes the physical pow-
ers. The successful prosecution of our course is beyond the reach of persons in 
feeble health. y 'oungwomen have failed for thiHeason; and so have youngmen, 
but the instances are wholly exceptional. Three of our most promising gradu-
ates have been laid aside from the ministry through ilrhealth. and one has 
died from over-work; but this is not the fault of the system of education, or of 
the course pursued. Forty-three young women have graduated, of whom all 
but one are, so far as we can learn, ,in good health. We have no desire to 
prejudge this question '; our anxiety is not to have it prejudged. We do not 
claim to have settled all the questions that can arise in this matter of identical 
education. It IS too important a matter to b~ hastily determined. It will 
require careful attention for some time to come, and one of the most impor-
tant suggestions in this respect is that made by our Committee that those charged 
with the collection of data, and the forming of opinions, be given ample time, 
so that they may neither mistake exceptional cases for regular occurrences, nor 
form opinions before they are able to reach well-founded conclusions. 
The Regents of our University have given this subject much careful attention. 
The Report of the Visiting Committee has been referre,d to the Faculty with 
instructions to report thereon to the next meeting of the Board, which takes 
place next January. Until this report is made, we ask a suspension of public 
judgment. We consider this the only open question in the whole matter. It has 
been conclusively proven that young women average in their studies fully up 
to the young men; the only question is : Do they not gain this high standing at 
the cost of health? ' In deciding this question we must be on our guard against 
a very common fallacy of induction-a neglect of the negative instances. The 
question must not be decided by a few exceptional cases of ill-health, but by 
the majority of instances taken through a series of years. Whatever be the 
result, we are willing to abide the test of this experiment. 
HOW TO TEACH GERMAN.-NO. IV. 
By Dr. ZUR BltiiCKE. 
OBSERVATION: We introduce in this number, ien sene, I see; du sienst, thou seest; welcner and welcne, which; also the words ruht, right, ' 
and link, left; zwn, two; nne Faust, !lwei,Fliuste, one fist, two fists; eine 
Hand,zwei Hande, one hand, two hands, nne Arm, !lwei Anne, one arm, two 
arms; da, there. 
The teacher looks at the right thumb and says distinctly, "Ien selu den 
Daumen >' ien sene den runten Daumen." I see the thumb, I see the right 
thuJIlb. "Karl, sienst du den Daumen?". "7a, ien sene den DaulIlen." 
"Sienst du den ruhten Daumen ?" "7a, ieh sene den ruMen Daumuz." 
Now the teacher, holding up the left thumb, asks: "Marie, ist das der linke 
Dau11un,?" "7a, das ist der linke Daumen." .. Sienst du dell linken Dau-
men ?1' "7a, idi·sehe den linken Daumen." 
Pointing with the right thumb to the stretched-out fingers of the left hand, 
he asks: " Ist dies del' ltnke Zeigifinger?" "7a, das. is' der linke Zeige_ 
jinger." "Ist dies der lilZke Mitteljinger?" " 7a, das ist liltke Mitteljinger." 
" Ist dies der linke Ringjinger /" "Ta, das ist tier linke Ringjinger." " hi 
. ' 
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dies der linke kleine Finger ?" Now the teacher asks: "Ist dies der reehte 
Zeigejinger? der rechte Mitteljinger? der TecMe RitJgjinger? der reeMe kleine 
Finger?" The pupils repeating in concert, if you please, will say, "Das ist 
der reeMe Mitteljinger/' "das ist der reeMe Zeigijinger/' "das ist der recMe 
Ringfinger;" and "das ist der reckte kleine Finger ." (Mind, in all- this work . 
no English word is heard, all is motio1l and suing). 
. We may now safely introduce the word welcher, welche, which . • Holding 
up the right·hand, the teacher may ask: " Welche Hand ist dies?" Reply: 
"Das ist die reehte Hand. " "Lena, siehst du die recMe .Hand ?" "7a, ich sehe 
die ·rechte Hand." "Fritz, welche Hand siehst dI4?" "Ich selle die linke 
Hand." Holding up the right arm, the teacher asks: " Welcher arm ist dies?" 
"Das ist der rechte Arm." "Ist dies der linke Arm?" "7a, das ist der linke 
Arm." (Antworten AIle il1Z Chor, all answer in concert) .. Again: "Ist dies 
die rechte Faust?" "7a, das ist die reeMe Faust." Holding up both arms ' 
the teacher asks: "Edward, sielest du zwei Arme?" "7a, ich uhe zwei 
Anile." "Lena, siehst du zwei Hande?" '" 7a, ich uhe zwei Hande." Hein· 
rich, siesht du zwei Fat~ste?" "7a, ich sehe zwei Fauste." 
Now the teacher may review, asking, "Ist dies die reeh/e Faust, oder die litlke 
Faust ?" "Das ist die rech/e Faust." "Ist dies die recMe Faust, oder die 
linke Faust?" "Das ist die linke Faust." 
H olding up the right and left arm in turn, the teacher asks: "Gretchen, ;st 
dies der recMe Arm?" "7a, das ist der rech/e Atm." "Ist dies der ljnke 
Arm?" "7a, das jst der l;nke Arm." 
The class now answers the questions in concert, as follows: "Siesht du 
dm ljnkeu,. Ze~l[ejinger1" "7a, ;ch sehe dm !jnkm Zeigejinger." "Welclem 
. Zeigejillger siehst du hier?" "Ich sehe den recMe11l Zeigejillger." "Wei chen 
Arm siehst du hier?" "IeI, sehe den l;nken Arm." "Welche Faust siehst 
du hjer?" "Ich sehe die rechte Faust da." "Welchen Daumell s;ehst du 
hier?" "Ich sehe den rechten Daumen da." "Welche Hand siehst du hier?" 
" Ich sehe da die linke Hand." 
As an introduction to the next lesson, the teacher may now barely introduce 
Jch habe, I have; and Hast du? Hast thou? The teacher stretching out 
Iboth arms, says, "Ich habe zwei Arme,' Karl, hast du zllJei Arme ?" "7a., 
ich habe zwei Arme." Looking at both hands, the teacher says, "Ich habe 
zwei Hande; Lena, Hast du zwei hande?" "7a, ich habe zwei Hande." 
All the class now repeat with the teacher in concert, but each pupil for 
himself, "Ielt habe zwei Zeigejitlger, zwei Daumen, zwei Hande, zwei Fauste, 
zwei.Arme," etc., etc. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
AT A meeting of the Board of Education Oct. 25, the revision of the rule& of the Board waS discussed. A notable amendment proposed is that it 
shall be the duty of the Assistant Superintendent to report to the Superin. 
tendent, and ' never independently; al~o, that the time of electing employes 
of the Board, the Superintendent and the Assistant· Superintendent, the Supply 
Agent, the AttorneYl and ' the School Agent, shall be changed to the second 
Thursday in June. 
Albert G. Lane was nominated by the Republicans for superintendent of 
schools of Cook. county. Mr. Lane has once held that position, ' and, if elected, 
will prove an efficient and able officer. Mr. George D. Plant, the presenl 
incumbent, was nominated by the Working.men's party and by the Demo. 
cratic party. 
The following correspondence will need but a word of explanation. A few 
days ago Supt. Pickard was called upon at his residence by Profs. Howland, 
ielfield, and Heywood, who presented him, in behalf of the teachers in the 
public schools, a costly gold watch and chain. Thoug~ taken by surprise, Supt. 
Pickard accepted the gift ~ith that cordiality and grace which have heen 
characteristic of his i~tercourse with the teachers for thirteen years past. 
ADDRESS OF PROF. HOWLAND. 
MR. PICKARD :-We. have called upon 'you this afternoon at the request of 
the te~chers of our pubhc sc,hools, who deSire to present you, througli us, some 
material memento of your hfe and lahor with us. 
You may rest assured that it hru: b~en ~rung from no unwilling, nor per. 
suaded from reluctant hearts, but IS given In glad and grateful recognition of 
the hours made golden by your wise ;md kind supervision. 
Your broad· and generous views of the aims and means of education -al. 
,,:,ar~ q~ick to apprehend and provide for the new needs of our ever-v;rying 
clvlhzatlon, earlY commat;tded our respec~; the never.tiring z~al and fidelity 
that marked the performance of your duties secured our esteem' your kind 
and tender sympathy won our love. . , 
The old dial with its inscription,-"l mark the hours that shine" would 
poorly symb~hze what we wish to express. Too often have the hou'rs of his-
tory and of ~Ife ~een cou~ted by the darker sqadows tpat have fallen on them. 
But it is in the hours of gloom, like those when your house was converted 
into a workshop, and yourself and family into devisers and dispensers of 
charity and hope to many' a needy and despairing .soul, that we trace the 
course of the true man by the light of his golden deeds. 
Having been so long guided by your counsels, sustained by your sympa-
thies, and inspired by your presence, we feel that we can return to our labors 
with better cheer and confidence, knowing that our time is still in your hands. 
And may it often remind you of the many, many' beating -hearts that you 
have bound to yours in closer and more during bonds than links of gold. 
REPLY BY SUPT. PICKARD. 
MR. HOWLAND AND GENTLEMEN:-That you have taken me enti'rely by 
surprise, a glance at my garb will suffice to show. During my hours of leisure 
I have assumed the guise of a working·man. 
But, sir, you need not be told that under a roug!I exterior beats a heart 
warm toward those who have honored me with their gift. You have f9und 
me off guard and with my watch not set, but in putting me under watch and 
in chains you have certainly awarded a penalty fully adequate to the crime. r 
admit that for once the teachers of the . city have turned the tables upon me 
and 1 am SUbject to their commands. 
This token of esteem is the more valued, since, as you have told me, it is 
the voluntary gift of over' seven aundred true friends. 
1 thank you sincerely for the manner of its presentation. Without parade, 
it comes to me as 1 could have chosen had I been consulted, in the quiet of 
my home, in the presence of the wife of my youth, and of the daughter of our 
love, who appreciate, not lightly, the friendship this gift symbolizes. 
Truly have you spoken of the dark days we have passed together, but to 
me the shades bring into prominence the lights of .the picture. 
Trials purify friendship. 
The ever· moving wheels remind us of progress of time toward that point 
where we shall need no such appliances to mark ou comings and our goings. 
Our times are all in the hands of Him who forgetteth not even the little 
deeds and at whose hands will be received the reward of the faithful. . 
Thank all for me. 
The following testimonial from the Board of Education will explain itself. 
To THE HON. J. L. PICKARD: 
DEAR SIR: At the regular meeting of the Board of Education, held Sept. 
13, 1877, the following resolution was adopted: • 
R esolved, That a committee of threll be appointed- by the Chair, whose 
duty it shall be to prepare a testimonial, to be presented to our late Superin. 
tendent,. J. L. Pickard, expressing our high appreciation of his eminent services 
to the school system of Chicago during his long term of nearly fourteen years, 
of our unqualified respect for his character as a gentleman and scholar, and 
assuring him that our good will shall follow him into whatever sphere of use· 
fulness he may be directed; that such testimonial, when prepared and signed 
by the said committee, shall be handed to the President, and, with his signature, 
be presented by him to Professor Pickard. 
In compliance with the above resolution, we take great pleasure in express· 
ing to you the great Ineasure of respect, confidence, and good will in which 
you are held by the Board of Education. . 
You have held the position of Superintendent of our public schools for 
thirteen years, during which time the membership of the Board has been 
changed many times, and men of various shades of education, thought, char. 
acter, and political views have occupied its seats. We consider it as the beSt 
commentary on and compliment to your charac.ter and abilities that during 
all the changes in the c.onstitution of the board, tIlere has been no change in 
the uniform esteem .and respect in which yout: services and your opinions have 
ever been held by them. . 
We feel, also, that the city of Chicago is largely indebted to you for the 
present degree of perfection of its school system, which we believe to be un-
surpassed in this country. Your acknowledged great abilities as anorganiz~r, 
disciplinarian, and scholar, together with your intimate acquaintance with 
the individual ability and merit of all the principals and teachers employed 
under you, have assisted to make your work most successful, and .now you 
may proudly see in the public school system of Chicago a beautiful, symmet-
rical', and almost complete edifice as your bequest to the city. 
We are pleased, also, to assure you that you have succeeded to a great 
'apd unusual degree, while maintaining the necessary discipline, in retaining 
the respect and regard of the Board of Education, and of the principals, teach· 
ers, and schorars, and that these sentiments follow you, in full measure, in the 
retirement from the positi9n you have so long and so honorably filled. Wish· 
ing you health and great success wherever you may be, we remain truly your 
friends. D. S. COVERT. 
W. K. SULLIVAN. Prest. Board of Education. 
ISAAC N. ARNOLD. 
P. H. SMITH. 
Committee. 
-The first number of THE PRACTICAL TEACHER is now ready and will be 
sent to any address on receipt. of ten cents. Any number of issues may be 
ordere!i a~ ten cents apiece. The TEACHER contains the same amount of 
reading that the WEEKLY contai'lIs, and the most of it has been published in 
the WEEKLY. Subscribers to the' WEEKLY will get four times as much read-
ing in a month, and get later educational news, but subscribers to the TEACK· 
ER will get all the most pr~ctical parts of the WEEKLY, and they will be good 
when they do come. . 
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NOTES BY THE WAY. 
WASHINGTON HEIGHTS-BLUE ISLAND-MOKENA-NEW LENOX-jOLIET-
MORRIS. 
WE took tlie Monday morning train to Washington Heights. A fine public school building stands a few rods west of the rail·road. Three 
teachers are employed to guide the youth up the " shining hill of science." 
The principal complains of ov~r-work; the assistants speak of pleasantness 
and peace. Having charge of the assembly room and at the same time giv-
mg class instruction is the result of unwise arrangement. The. teachers' 
reading room, in care of Miss Lucy Gordon, is supplied with the WEEKLY. 
Blue Islattd.-At this place we received a hearty welcome from that good-
natured, jolly man-Prof. M. L. Seymour. Among his assistants we 
learned the names of Mlfses Mary Black, L. A. Goodrich, anll Mary 1. Purer. 
The school is thoroughly p-aded, and method is everywhere apparent. Miss 
Goodrich is doing scholarly work in th.e grammar school.. Miss Purer gives 
one hour each day to instruction in German. The school is well supplied 
with library, chemical and philosophical apparatus, and with valuable speci-
mens in natural history : All of the teachers ~are supplied with the WEEKLY_ 
There are many applicants for the principalship of the schools here; and we 
are not surprised to know that the school directors are .slow in making a se-
lection of a man to follow Mr_ Seymour. 
Mokma_-Mrs_ Clara J. Baldwin is at the head of the school work and is 
highly spoken of as being not only a teacher in the school-house but in the 
community where she resides . . We have need of more just such teachers. 
Thrt!e instructors are employed in the public schools, all of whom _are ladies. 
Miss Clara Williams has charge of the primary work and is teaching the 
young ideas how to shoot with precision. Miss Lina Brumund is assistant · 
in the high school. A severe attack of illness to the principal has necessitated 
the temporary substitution of her son as teacher. He is a. late graduate of 
the Cook County Normal School, as well as the assistant, Miss Brumund. 
We did not intend to stop at so small a town as New Lenox, but we heard 
that Mr. H . A. Smith was principal and liked company. We are very glad 
we called upon him. Mr. Smith has been teaching heretofore at Peotone. 
His school is small but 'choice. His pupils are quiet; orderly, studious, and 
courteous. These are virtues which no school which aims at success 'can af-
ford to overlook. Miss Alice S. Glass is doing good work in the p~mary 
school. The building is new and tasty in location and appearance. At Mo-
kena and New Lenox all of the teachers are subscribers of the WEEKLY or 
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yoliet city schools come next in order. The're are 36 teachers employed 
in carrying on the training to citizenship of the youth of this flourishing capi-
tal of Will county. Through the courtesy ·of-Prof. Mills, of the west side, we 
were larg~ly introduc~d. Prest. Hammond, of the School Board, was not 
slow to take in the situation and at once set us on the road to a visiting t<;mr 
of the scnools. We met every teacher, and many interesting exercises were 
witnessed and enjoyed by us. We listened to sOlile well-conducted music in 
Miss lola M. Jones' school with Miss Ida G. Moore at the organ. The order 
~ maintained by the pupils coming in at the close of the rece~s in the room pre-
sided over by Mary H . Howliston was remarkably fine. The precision of 
~ movements in the primary school under the charge of Miss Doolittle, at the 
Academy building, was well worthy of public mention. The only criticism 
which we. have now to offer of Joliet public schools is the fact that principals 
have very hard work while assistants may have easy work. This is owing to 
the plan of having recitation rooms for all grades and leaving the · weight of 
discipline with the principal of each d~partment. This plan may work well 
in a gammar or high school; but in such a plan no class should recite in the 
assembly room. Let that be kept quiet for study. Let the teachers take 
turns in presiding over what few remain ' in the assembly room for study. 
There may be advantages in the plan pursued here which we fail to see; at 
any rate, Joliet has a very faithful corps of teachers. Prof. J. F. Perry, prin-
cipal of the Academy school, is Democratic candidate for superintendent of 
schools for Will county. Miss McIntosh, the present incumbent, is candidate 
for reelection by the Republicans. Mr. B. F. Allen is an mdependent candi-
date for the same office. Twen~-three subscriptions were received for the 
WEEKLY. Mr. E. S. Hurlbut is an extensive dealer at this point in those 
things which are indispensable to teachers' work-books, etc. 
'Twas in the rain 
We took the train 
To visit the school-ma'ms of Morris, the capital of Grundy county. A fine 
stone s~ructure greets, the eye as we near town_ In thi,; building we found 
teu teacbers. Supt. M. Waters spared no pains to render our visit both 
pleasant and profitable. Miss Clute, a lady from the East, has charge of the 
High School. In the primary department we find Miss Jennie Bross, who 
has been engaged i~ the same school for more than thirteen years. Miss 
B. certainly deserves a wearing of the medal if not a handsome pension. 
The school work here shows thoroughness and system. There are four 
school buildings. The three ward schools are uniform in size-each having 
two teachers. The teacher on the lower floor is principal of the school. 
This is a ~ew departure .. Much attention is paid to phonics. We formed a . 
pleasant acquaintance with Mr. Goold, who has been for years snperintendent 
of schools in his county: Rev. J. Higby, the present incumbent, is candidate-
" for reelection for the ollice of superintendent of schools for Grundy county. 
All of the teachers here are supplied with the WEEKLY. 
During our little sally of five days, over forty subscriptions were taken for 
.THE EDUCATIONAL' WEEKLY, and just om for THE PRACTICAL TEACHER. 
\\'ords of welcome, cheer, and encouragement were heard on every hand: 
We desire to make a tour by the way of Rock Island, Freeport, E(gin, etc., 
stopping at all places on the route where we have assurance of welcome. 
A. H. PORTER. 
Correspondence. 
LEA VES FROM THE TROPICS.-I. 
THE tragic fate of Capt. Cook has always invested the Sandwich Islands with more or less interest, according to the apprecIation one had of-cannibal-
istic performances in general, and the strength of the belief in such a termi-
nation to his life. While m California I heard" so much about this" Paradise 
of the Pacific," and Honolulu seemed so ml:.ch nearer to San Francisco than 
it does now, that I was easily persuaded to book myself for the Capital of the 
Hawaiian Kingdom. A sail of twenty-seven days-prolonged by adverse 
winds to double what it ought to have been-brought liS, on March 12, I8n, 
into the haven where we would be. I have seen many" foreign views" on 
the shores of the Atlantic, but nothing ever exceeded the enchantment that 
p.ossessed my mind as we rounded Diamond Point, a rocky promontory that 
guards the entrance to the Bay, like a Herculean Pillar. In the back-ground 
rose the volcanic peaks that form the natural battlements of the Kingdom. 
Long before the memory of man touches the landmarks of human history, 
their convulsive throes had ceased, and now Nature tries to hide even the sug-
gestions of previous rudeness by casting over their rugged shoulders a mantle 
of velvety verdure. But, as if spurning her tenderness, they lift their grey 
heads above her reach and court the fickle clouds, that will, sometimes, rest 
upon their summits while coqueting with the rays of old Sol, before they con -
sent to join the tr~iJ.l of the more ardent lover as he brings light and warmth 
to the face of hIS pet child, the Earth. On the plains, at the base of the 
mountains, are ' vast cocoa nut groves, waving their graceful plumes fike wei--
coming sentinels. Here and there extensive sugar pla,ntation~ show that we 
are below the line of frost, and, giving greater variety' to the scene, are rich 
meadow lands, affording food for. herds of grazing cattle. Still nearer to the 
bounding sulf lies the city, so imbedded in the' dense foliage that one would 
almost doubt its existence, were it not for the numerous spires and flag-staffs that · 
rise above the tree-tops. At the wharf, however, the human crowd causes all 
doubt to vanish. Every variety of human face, form, and ~peech IS gathered 
there. There are Chinese, Hindoos, Malays, Negroes, all nationalities of 
Europe, all grades of mixed races, while Americans and native Hawaiians 
complete the filling of the picture. Language? Well, anything you will 
have, from the smooth tones of the Arab to the rough utterances of the Chi-
nese-anything from the unintelligible dialects of the Russian to the sweet 
words of our mother.tongue. And among it all the pleasant voices of the 
Hawaiians, chattering their language of over twenty thousand words made up 
of the sounds represented by twelve letters. It seems impossible to discrim-
inate between the sounds, but they have a perfect understanding of it, appa-
rently, and by their smiles and gesticulations show that they can criticise th~ 
peculiarities of foreign aspect as readily as those now disembarking among 
them .. 
Three weeks from the day 1 landed, I.found myself established in a school 
of the offspring of this motley crowd. There were only sixteen urchins, but 
among them were natives, half-castes, Chinese, Japanese, and several varieties 
of Europeans, with a few pure Americans. And such material for a school! 
Discipline was unthought of. Order still farther from their thoughts. Mind 
was utterly beyond their comprehension. They all have arithmetics and geog-
raphies, arid not one could read the First Reader without spelling the words, 
and nut one-fourth of them could read the figures that stand for the combi-
nation of one ten with a given number of umts. They had but one idea to toss 
about in their thinking-boxes, viz. : " 2 0' clock,-then school will be pau!" 
(native for done~. . 
Before the first week was OUt, the acclimatizing" fever" was burning in my 
veins and deadening my own sensibilities, and on Friday night I went home 
perfectly disgus{ed. The next week I was too ilIlo work; then ' for weeks 
I merely dragged my life along from day to day, felt, every hour, less and less 
able to make any impression upon the young ideas that I was expected to train 
in the-way they should go, and longed for kome. At length the . ~ trades ' ~ 
began to blow, and then the miasms that infected both mind arid body were 
dissipated, an:d I diScovered that there was a gt'eat work to do here, and goOtl 
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material to work upon. Teachers have wrought here because;there:was nothing 
~Ise t? .do, and schools were demanded. Books have been unchanged, even 
m editIons, for a quarter of a century. Very little work has"been done, and 
nothing ~odern. An idea seemed to prevail that the people" were incapable 
of much Improvement, and that a few years would behold the utter extinction 
of the race, so why educate them? But I think the night is closing, and the 
dawn already streaks the horizon of the intellectual' sky of the Hawaiian peo-
ple. The influx of foreigners who came here to stay long enough to get rich 
has made a society that demanded education, and the Hawaiian, being quick 
to imitate, said, "I must learn too, and be as good as kanaka B~ritania" 
(E1tglishmm). When one stands here and takes a retrospective glance, there 
is little reason for censure or criticism. Not a century has passed, since, for 
all practical result" these Islands were first seen by white men. It is supposed 
they were visited prior to Cook's discovery. But nothing came to the world 
at large, or made any impression' upon the people of the country. When Cook 
landed, heathenism in most revolting forms prevailed everywhere. Supersti-
tion ruled the land. Human sacrifices appeased or propitiated the gods. 
Nakedness was the garment of the Hawaiian's body, and ignorance possessed 
his soul. During the first quarter of a century few came to the Islands who 
left any traces behind them, except what were written in characters of shame 
and degradation for the people, and when the men of God came here, they 
found the vices of civilized life engrafted upon the natural depravity of the 
undisciplined heart, and the seeds of disease and deatli to. both body and soul 
thickly sown throughout the land. But in spite of all this demoralization, 
mighty changes have been wrought. In less than fifty years the language has 
been reduced to writing. Christian churches occupy the place of the heathen 
/uiau; the nation is clothed in neat and decent attire; school-houses are found 
all over the kingdom; law is established and order prevails; and more than 
a dozen of the leading nations of the earth keep their plenipotentianes here. 
The people are very interesting to me. Of course, they are somewhat stereo-
typed in their mental traits, from the effects of long isolation from other na-
tions; but the light that has already come into their faces is scattering the 
dar~ness of their ininds,' and all that is wanted now is the-energetic, faithful, 
cultIVated common-school teacher. The people crave learning; they readily 
learn and adopt our language and customs. I am told they as readily relapse 
into their original habits when foreign influences are withdrawn. Well, 
granted; ~ut I still maintain that if one generation can be brought up under 
health~u.l mfl~ences, and conditions of development are 'wisely s upplied, the . 
proposItIon Will no longer be true. From my own experience, already, I am 
sure they are capable and worthy of much better instruction than has been 
palme.d off upon them in times p~t. The Board of Education is three-fifths 
American. The teachers are and have been mostly American. The text-
books are entirely American, except the native books, which are translations 
of the American books. The school system, if system there may be said to 
exist, is on the American plan, and all the reaching out for better things is 
toward our own loved land. It has, therefore, seemed to me, that a few I)otes 
upon the state and progress of the work might not be devoid of interest to my 
fellow-workers under the more favored institutions of American life. This is 
my apology for offering myself in the columns of your journal, and in illy next 
I will give y01.l some account of what legislation has done for the work, and 
what foundations have been laid for the future superstructure. 
MIRIAM WEBSTER. 
HONOLUI.U, Oct. 9, 1877. 
RESPONSE BY PROF. EASTERDAY. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: . 
I AM cons~ious of under~tanding most fully the make·up and the use of the formula of Dr. Hendnck~. I utterly fall, however, to find anything in 
hiS response, on p~ge 235, to Influence me in the slightest degree to: r"tract a 
~yl1able of my dehverance on ~age 171.. By assigning different values to a 
m the formula, we accurately discover the rate of deviation of the ball from 
t~e . vertical when it· is at th~se different distances from the starting point, 
1 hiS. greater eastward velOCity of the ball does not result in any change of 
longItude so long as the ball is at the starting point. Please to allow me to 
repeat that the rate of deviation does most certainly vary in the descent from 
absolutely nothing to t~e maximum represented by the f~rmula. ' 
By t~e '!Ia,!, Mr. Editor, what about query 22, No. 26? Is it too difficult, 
or too InsIgmficant, to be answered in the WEEKLY? 
L. F. M. EASl'EltDAY. 
CARTHAGE, ILL., Oct. 22, 1877 . . 
A SPECIMEN OF "ORDERS." 
T o THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
I SEND you h~rewith a specimen of "Orders" i~ued by a board of direc'tors down here III our "Sodom," which shows admirably the carelessfless of 
some of our people in choosing their school officers' and taking the circum _-
btances into consideration, is quite comical. " 
The following is the "Orders" verbatim: 
"Mr._. 
the rules of our School Sir 
"Comence at nine Oclo k' th . d h . . 
O h c 1n e mommge an ave 10 mmlts resess and ne oure at noon tak t ' 0 1 k . . 
after noon and 1 t e up a one c oc and have 10 mlmts resess in the 
ks' th e ~ut School at four Ocloc\c: and We want you to give head 
JDar In ose spelhnge Cll!!ie5 or we think it best." 
I would resp~ctfully submit the above for publication in your columns. 
LUDLOW, ILL., Oct. 29, 1877. 
H. J. P. 
A CALL FOR MORE HELP. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
I AM a constant and well pleased eader of your valuable journal and think .it is doing a good work, and is marly the right kind of a journal. But 
can It not be greatly irnproved by having practical letters from experienced 
teachers, on the advisability of prohibiting whispering in the common schools, 
etc., etc. ? . 
Many of your i'eaders .now are teaching in the country schools, and could 
we not help each other in this manner? Some teachers aver that it is not only 
wrong hut impracticable to entirc:ly prohibit whispering. 
Now I would like to hear "from some experienced teachers on this subject. 
I wou~d also like to hear. from COUl~ty .superintendents on the same. Do any 
of their teachers succeed In preventmg It? If so, may the superintendent tell 
us who, and point out the advantage of preventing, and call upon the teachers 
to tell the rest of us how it is done. . 
I think if the young teachers could have the benefit of the older teachers" 
exp~rience through the columns of the WEEKLY, many mistakes might be 
aVOIded and many young teachers carried through schools in which they no ...... 
fail. Yours Truly, C. C. 
DAVENPORT, IA., Oct. 23, 1877. 
QUERIES AND ANSWERS. 
QUERIES. 
rQueries and answers ar~ invited from all readers. This department is in the hands of 
subscribers.] 
67. The following question singularly enough is one that vexes the souls of 
some b.oards of education in so· called graded schools, viz. : Is that a graded 
school In any proper sense of the term; in which pupils in the several depart-
ments are, many of them, allowed to hold positions in "A" class in one study 
in "B" or He" in .others, etc., and in which pupils are promoted from on~ 
room or. department I? o~e study, while they are required to hold positiQns in 
classes III other studIes III the department next below? An answer to this 
question might be a revelation to some wise (?) school managers. 
HENRY M. ENOS. 
OVID, MICH., Oct. 8, 187.7 . . 
-----------------68. Buy 100 head 01 cows, hogs and sheep, and give $10 a piece for cows, 
$1 for hogs, and I6% cts. for sbeep. How many must there be .of each to 
make the 100 head for $100? WIll some reader of the WEEKLY be kind 
enough to give an arithmetical solution of the above problem. A LEARNER. 
69. I wish through the columns of your valuable paper to ask if we can 
have a~y unchangmg rule with regard to "lie" and "lay." We say, "go and lie 
down, when we speak to a person ; should we say the same if we speak to 
an ~nimal? 
.Again.-We say, "you may sit down," and should we use "~it" with any-
thmg but persons? I find that many differ in the use at these words who 
ought to know about it. - I GNORANCE. 
70. In the July 26 No., Prof. Easterday makes the following statement: 
" Pursuing a very simple method we have bu~ to obtain the height above the 
level of the sea, of a mountain located at the ocean's shor.e, an~1 also the 
greatest distance at which a brilliant light floating upon the surface of the 
water may be seen from the summit of the mountain. A proposition in plane 
geometry. n.ow come.s to our aid, furnishing us assurance that it is necessary 
only to dIVide the difference of the squares of rhe two numbers above 'con-
sidered by the fil'St one in order to secure the diameter of the earth." 
Will the WEEKLY give the demonstra~ion of this method of finding the di-
ameter of the earth? H. 
NORTH LAWRENCE, KAN., Oct. 22, I8n. 
ANSWERS. 
[The answers are numbered to correspond with the queries which have prc:ceded.] 
50. Arrange the terms in the statement so t.hat the causes shall compose 
one couplet and the effects the other, putting x in the place of thp. required 
element. . 
. ~hen if x faU in one of the extremes, make the product of the means a 
diVidend and the product of the extremes a divisor; buti f x falls in one of 
the means make the product of the extremes a dividend and the product of 
the means a divisor. 
52. The continued product of the numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, with I added 
to the result Am. will give the required number: thus,2X3X4X5X6=72o; 
add 1= 721, Ans. 
55. Let x = A's money and y = B's money: 
then (I) x : y : : 7 : 11 
and (2) x+9:y+g:: 5: 7 
(3) 7y = IIx 
(4) sr+45 = 7xt63 
(5) 5" -7x = I 
from (I) 
from (2) 
from (4) 
from (3) . (6) 7Y - IIX = 0 
whence x = 33 
~d Y._ 2J = [ A's money. ___ B's money. H. B. A. 
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Indiana. 
DR. MOSS, of the State University, is writing for the Indianapolis Journal a series of articles under the captIOn of " First Principles," in which he 
discusses in an extremely perspicuous manner the elements of political econ-
omy. These articles are widely copied by other papers throughout the state 
and cannot fail to exert a salutary influence upon public sentiment. The 
last article is upon Burdens of Society, of which ignorance is named as chief. 
The Doctor strongly advocates compulsory education as necessary to the 
safety of society.--The trustees of the Crawfordsville schools have adopted 
the unusual rule not to admit new pupils at any time during a term except 
during the first month. 
Superintendent Smart, of the department of public instruction, has com-
pleted the returns from the several counties of the congressional and com· 
mon school funds for 1877. The congressional fund this year amounts to 
'$2,37°,657.94. The counties receiving the largest sum of this fund are Allen, 
Laporte, Vigo, and Warren, each of which has about $50,000 either in lands 
or in money obtained from the sale of lands set apart by Congress as the per· 
petual endowment for the common schools of the state. Blackford is the 
only county that returns less than $10,000. In seven counties additions to 
the congressional fund are reported, amounting in all to $19,432.87, of which 
$9,580.5° is from Posey county and $8,762.61 from Lake county. The num· ' 
her of acres of unsold congressional school lands in the state is reported this 
year at 8,8go acres, distributed over nineteen counties, and of the value of 
$91,278.88. Bartholomew county has 636 acres valued at $2 ~,440, and Van-
derburg county 308 acres, ,worth $24,688, while Gibson county has 520 acres 
of which the returned value is only $650, and there are 2,600 acres in Jasper 
c0u.nty. w~rth. only $5,345. The ' common·school fund (the interest upon 
which ~s dlstnbuted over:every county in proportion to the number of children 
taught m the schools ) was last year $2,523.988.33. :This year the amount 
hela in trust by the countie; is $2,566,850.31, showing an increase of $42,. 
861.99· Marion county has $108,817.67 of this fund, and Allen, Henrr, 
.Jefferson, Dearborn, Tippecanoe, ann Vigo counties have each more than $47-
738.28, ,:"hile Wayne county has $64,732.69. The counties having less than 
$10.000 mvested are Benton, Blackford, Newton, Scott, and Starke. 
John. O. Hopkins, professor of Greek in Butler University, fell dead from 
he:m disease Oct. 16. He was aged 38 years, and leaves a wife and five 
chlld.ren. He .was a son of th~ late Milton B. ' Hopkins, Superintendent of 
~ubhc I?stru.Ctio!l' who also died suddenly. Prof. 1. N. Demmon, of Mich-
Igan Umverslty, IS spo~en of as Prof. Hopkins' successor. 
============' = . 
Minnesota. 
THE RECITATION AND ITS OBJECT.-I. 
'rHE recitation ti~s its place in our public schools instead of the lecture 
system, by reason of its superior claims. -
~n I~ge universities, w~ere mature a~d inquisitive ininds 'congregate, the 
recltaoon w~uld hamp~r ~n.regard to time and also in limiting to some de-
gree the ~ttam.ments of l~dl."lduals. The lecture system in preparatory schools 
would fall entirely of brmgmg about the result aimed at. Uncombined with 
any f?rm ?f recitation its disadvantages are many. The lecturer has diffi-
culty m bemg always understood, not merely for lack of distinctness or quality 
of tone, but for want of clearness in expression. Many technical words are used 
that are not only new or meaningless to the hearer, but seive to rob him of 
whatever sense the statement might contain. 
On the other hand, many points are passed over by "the student because he 
has no Idea that they are points of difficulty, and the instructor has no means 
of knowing the extent of the stndent's knowledge. More than all there is lost 
the confidence in one's own knowledge, the great ~istance u:.emory gains 
by oral or written repetition and the advantage of learning to express one'!> 
thought for the' benefit of others. The object, then, of the recitation should 
be to avoid these faults and to supply the deficiencies. 
In order to ensure a successful recitation, a teacher should feel tqat everY 
day's work is of vital importance . . There are no days in which a su~ject may 
be slipped over, no ome in which the scholars may be unprepared, listless, or 
unruly. One day is as important as another. 
The.teacher should come into a class prepared, earnest, alert, and should 
presuppose, even if it requires a stretch of imagination, that the pupi.ls '~ome 
in the same spirit. Therefore the first appearance of carelessness or mdiffer-
ence should be checked. As the paramount object of a recitation is to obtain 
knowledge there must be attention-attention of every member; this must be 
enforced. 'Happy the teacher whose cheerful face, aglow with the light with-
in, can immediately secure it! But it must be secured. Every movement of 
the class, its entrance, seating, preparation for work, should evince attention to 
the business in hand. As the object is to obtain knowledge, it is of no little 
consequence that the physique should help the mind; an erect body, a well-
poised head, an open ear and eye are requisites for furnishing an unobstructed 
avenue for the passage of ideals to the brain, and also for conveying an intel-
ligible expression of the pupil's thought to the ear of teacher and class. !hen 
as the object is to obtain know/(dg(, there must be knowledge to be obtamed, 
either from the pupils own recitation, that of his classmates, or from the 
teacher-it should be derived from all these sources. 
A student may have memorized, may have understood the lessson assigned, 
but when he recites, it becomes, in part, the expreSSIOn, of his own thought, 
the knowledge gained should now be a part of himse11. From his classmates 
he hears truths, principle~, and explanations in which the differing words or 
the new ideas help him in his knowledge. 
. Each pupil should give utterance to his thou~ht or question with prompt-
ness and distinctness; he is not merely to unburden his memory of an incu-
bus of facts or dates, which the quicker rolled off the better, no matter how, 
and then to feei relieved of any responsihility thereafter, except perhaps that 
the thing has to be held on to for possible use at the next day's review. Every 
pupil is or should be a teacher to his classmates, and should recognize his re-
sponsibility to that end. Consequently clearness of utterance and thought 
should be required. . 
There are two extremes. in the methods of recitation equally ruinous to the 
true aim of the system. Merely questioning on part of the teacher, and an-
swering on part of the pupil, although strengthening the memory and increasing 
the knowledge In part, does by nomeans attain the best result. The other ex-
treme, in which the teacher is profuse in information and in giving explana-
tions of supposed difficulties, weakens the memory and dulls the relboning 
and perceptive faculties of the pupil. 
.The quantity a man eats, good, bad, and indifferent, does~not increase his 
physical strength; the more he eats the weaker he may grow; he may become 
a bloat of swallowed food, and he may be a poisoned shadow. Neither if a 
man discern between good and bad food and takes it only what he understands 
to be nourishing, will he grow strong a.nd buqd himself up in true proportions. 
It is only what he digests that makes him. Not only must it be good food 
~d the proper quantity, but, it must be what the man individually requires. 
In one case, therefore, a class is given the whole book to swallow, bones 
and all. The much they cannot digest distresses, weakens, a'l!d discourages 
them, and they are fortunate if they can assimilate enough to keep them alive. 
In the other case, the food is prepared for them already ground into pap, 
diluted and poured into their open mouths (if perchance they are open) and 
the class become babes, and remain babes although they may have swallowed 
the whole range of Robinson's Series or Wilson's Text-books. 
Evidently then the teacher has an important part to preform to prevent 
such mental catastrophes. * 
Iowa. 
SUNDRY RULINGS. 
UNLESS the by-laws of the board decide otherwise, a person is not elected without receiving the majority ·of all the votes cast. By special order 
of the board, plurality will elect. 
2 . Public records are public property, and they are open to inspection at 
any time by any citizen. No public officer can refuse examination of the rec-
ords; but he is their custodian, and bemg charged with their safe.keeping, 
he may maintain their possession. 
3. The party doing damage to school property is responsible for the same. 
The teacher is bound to exercise reasonable care to protect and preserve 
school property, aud failing to do so, may be held liable for damageS" sus-
tained. 
4. The district township is bound by the contract of a sub· director, when 
made afcording to instructions by the board. XXXV. Iowa, p. 364-
• 5. If the electors, at the district township meeting on the second Monday 
in March, direct that any additional branches shall be taught in any or all of 
the schools in the district township, their action is matuiatory, and the board 
are bound to endeavor in good faith to fulfill the wishes of the electors. Fail-
ing to do' so, the board can be compelled by mandam.us to show reason why 
they have not complied with the requ~t of the electors. 
6. All residents betwee.n 5 and 21 are to be enumerated. Whether a stu· 
dent at college is a bona jid( resident at that place or n<lt depends upon the 
facts. If he has a home elsewhere, to which he expects to return, and at-
which he expects to r~ide, his temporary residence at the coUege will not 
entitle him to be numbered with the school population. 
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7. At the annual meeting in March, the electr.- rs may vote :to transfer 
money in the school·house fund unappropriated, to the other funds, or to 
either. See section I7.I7, clause 2. Any other mingling of funds is a viola-
tion of law. 
'8. "If the public, with the knowledge of the owner of land, ~as:~laimed 
and continuously exercised the right of using the sa~e for.a public hlgh~ay, 
for a period equal to that fixed by the statute for the limItatIOn of. real actIOns, 
a complete right to the highway thereby becomes established against the own-
er, unless it appears that such use was by favor, leave, or mistake." XXII. 
Iowa, p. 457. ' . 
"Under the Iowa statute of limitations, ten years' usage of a hIghway by 
the public, under a claim of right, will bar the owner of the soil." XIX. 
Iowa, p. 123. ' . " 
9. During the pendency of an appeal, all matters must remain t1t statu quo, 
and this can be enforced by writ of injunction. 
Also,. during such time, no opinion relating to the case will be given to in-
terested parties, by this department. 
10. The approval of the teacher's contract by the president is a mandatory 
act, which he cannot refuse to perform, unless t~e c~ntract is drawn at~vari­
ance with instructions from the board, or otherWIse VIOlates law. 
I I. If the boundary between an independent district and a di.strict town-
ship is the line of the civli township, it cannot be changed. But if the inde-
pendent district includes a portion of a civ~l township, the remainder of which 
constitutes a district township, the boundanes can be changed. ' 
C. W . VON COELLN. 
DES MOINES, O~tober, 1877. Superintendent of Pub. Instr. 
STATE TEACHERS' ' ASSOCIATION. 
The annual session of the Iowa Teachers' Association will be held during 
the Christmas holidays at Cedar Rapids. The exact time has not been de-
termined upon by the Executive Committee, the chairman of which is Prof. 
Armstrong, of Sioux City. The following subjects will be presented and dis-
cussed: Political Science in the Public Schools; What Proportion ,of time 
should be devoted to the study of Mathematics in the High School; The Emi-
nence that should be given to the English Language in a public school Course 
of Study; Rural School Architecture; The Proper Position of Denominational 
Schools In the Educational System; Normal T(aining in Schools; Normal 
Institutes; Normal Schools-the Necessity for a Uniformity in their Cour-
ses of Study and their degrees; The Departments of Public Schools between 
the Primary and Grammar School; Secondary Education; The Elective Sys-
tern; and Music in the Public Schools. All or nearly all these subjects have 
been assigned. It will be seen that a full programme of live and interesting 
topics is forthcoming. The association of principals and city superintendents 
will probably meet at the same place, during the week. 
NOTES AND NEWS. 
The Des MOines Leader presents the name of Dr. Burns, Prest. of Simp-
son Centenary College, Indianola, for President of the State University, in a 
candid, forcible manner.--Judge Adams, of Dubuque, has resigned the 
uffice of Regent of the State UniversitY.--The following items are highly 
creditable to the Cedar Rapids public schools: No. enrolled, 1,600; Av. daily 
attendance, 1,360; No. tardinesses, 197; attendance, 94~ per cent; Punctuality, 
99.6 per cent. Prof. J. W. Akers, Supt. of public schools, has a way of doing 
his work Wf'Il.--Prof. Wm. McClain, of the Iowa City Commercial Acade-
my, died recently:. The Iowa City Republican says: "In the death of Prof. 
McClain not only thIS city and Des Moines but the whole state sustains a 
great loss. He had been a teacher for a great many years and had acquired 
an enviable reputation both in Iowa and Ohio. For more than twelve years 
!Ie lived and labored in this city, and the success of his commercial 'college 
and academy speaks volumes for him as a teacher and as a man." 
Wisconsin. 
FROM the Waupaca Republican, we learn thatthe Presidentofthe Oshkosh State Normal School has been' summoned by mandamus to show cause 
before the Circuit Court why a certain student who had been suspended for in-
subordination should not be allowed to reenter the school.--Supt. J. T. Fla-
vin, of Dodge County, gives the following sensible advice to school-boards: 
" I again urge upon you the great importance of exercising discrimination.in 
employing teachers, and to endeavor to secure the services of persons of 
good scholarship, energy, experience, and established reputation. A teacher 
that has taught your school one term successfully, will, as a rule, be worth 
more than a ne~' teacher. A good teacher merits a fair compensation."--
Prof .. T. A. Sm~th, the new Professor of Mathematics and Chemistry, at 
Beloit College. IS a graduate of Yale College, and since graduating has had 
three years' experience in these departments.--The report of the Black 
River Falls Union High School for the week ending Oct. 18 shows a good 
per cent of attendance and no tardinus. Prof. J. H. Chamberlin is Princi-
pal.--A thriving literary society is maintained by the Lancaster High 
School.--Prof. Currier, of Stoughton High School, makes a good showing 
of .attenda?ce .in a published report in the Courier. Miss Marilla Douglass, 
MI?s Carr~e PIerpont, Miss Mary Vedder, and Miss Annie J. Wyman are hIS 
assl>Lant,s In the various departments.--Such advice as the following from 
the ~ontello Express, is refreshing: "In nominating a candidate for' school 
supenntendent remember the children of the county and the educational in-
t~rest, and remembe~ nothing else. Do n?t for any reason so far forget your 
lillie ones as to nominate the second or thIrd rate of the material we have. 
Remember that men who are not competent or qualified are more . apt to 
press their claims than those who are qualified. Remember that two years of 
an incompetent superintendent is equivalent to throwing away the salary 
paid, besides the still greater sacrifice of two years lost to the children of the 
county. Do not above ,all things else forget your children." 
Ohio. 
THE Ohio Central Normal School, Worthington, Ohio, is doing a good work. It recognizes that there is such a thing as a distinct and purely 
professional training necessary for the highest success in teaching. This 
school, under the able management of Prof. John Ogden, has now been in 
oper;ltion six years, during which time· it has graduated 87 members. The 
,institution includes four distinct departments, forming a system representing 
the entire range c:>f ordinary school life, viz. : first, a Kindergarten, and a train-
ing class for ladies. This is under the management of Mrs. Ogden, who~e 
experience and success as a trainer in this art have given her a wide reputation. 
Thirty ladies have graduated from this department. Second, a ·Model School, 
including the connecting class between the Kindergarten and Primary school, 
also all the grades from primary to grammar. This department is in charge of 
Mrs. Steinacher, a successful teacher. Third, the Normal school proper, inclu-
ding the academic and professional courses of study. The fourth department 
includes a practical business education and is in the charge of Mr. J. C. M' 
Clenahan, who is a superior teacher in the studies necessary for business life. 
This institution is now in a prosperous condition, and is looked upon by tile 
teachers of the state as one of great value to the profession.-The meeting 
of the Central Ohio Teachers' Association, recently held at Chillicothe, was 
one of great interest and profit. There were in attendance nearly four hun-
dred teachers. Every person whose name was on the programme was pre-
pared. The papers read were on live questions and were of a high order. The , 
discussions were spinted and profitable. The able paper of Prof. E. H. Cook, 
of the Columbus Hlg)l School, was full of good sound sense, and was one of 
the strongest pleas for the hIgh school we have heard. The Hon. J. J. Burns 
State School Commissioner elect, delivered an evening lecture on the subject: 
" Man," to a large audience of teachers and citizens. The 'lecture was listened 
to with marked attention. Mr. Burns made an excellent impression and will 
enter upon the duties of his office with the respect and confidenc of the teachers 
of the state. 
Illinois. 
'NOTES. 
ONE of the greatest annoyances of the day is the rllsh of school-children at the post-office at every noon-spell and at the close of schools in the 
afternoon. They go rushing in' pell-mell, making all the noise possible, 
annoying everybody within hearing; and frequently several children out of one 
family will clamor noisily for !1lail that the father,or head of \he family usna\ly has 
received at the regular distribution of the mails." We clip the a)love fro.n an ex-
cbange. Where is the school-master? It is our candid opinion that the ,teacher 
better 'correct that matter if it takes him away from an entire recitation on the 
South Sea Islands. It is n't necessary to goto the school-house to form a pretty fair . 
estmate of the schools in a village. A post of observation near the post office 
or on some similar vantage ground, where he can see the children when removed 
from the immediate presence of their teachers, will afford the thoughtful ob-
server a pretty fair opportunity of determining what is gomg on over at' the . 
school house. -
Teachers are so apt .to forget" these weightier matters of the law," and feel 
that they have discharged their whole duty to their schools when they have 
gone through the ordinary duties of the day. 
We cannot shirk our responsibilities. Our pupils represent us wherever 
they may be, and exhibit in characters so plain that" he who runs may read" 
the limitations of our power. 
======= 
Col~rado. 
ELECTION is over and we now know who are to he our county superin-tendents for two years to come. There are some facts connected with 
the late election in which "we may doubtless be permitted to glory.". 
First :-In every county the nominatinj!' conventions of . both parties plainly 
did about their best to put forward men who had some fitness for the position. 
Second :-In a number of the counties, a good man was elected without op-
position. Third :-Several of our best superintendents were reelected. In 
no state is the election of school officers freer from partisan influences than in 
Colorado. Have we not reason to "glory?" There was an unexpected va-
cancy in our Supreme Court. The Bar of the state met, nominated a good 
man-without regard to party affiliations-and he was elected without op-
position. Are not these "heering evidences ' of the disposition of our 
people til hold some of our best interests above the reach of party POlitiC3? 
Under the provisions of our present law, the superintendents elect do not 
enter upon their duties tm the 2d Tuesday in January, and it is a great im-
provement upon the former plan of taking office immediately after election. 
The new officer then had the ann1,lal report to make for a year's business, 
about which he could know but little. Now the, out-going superintendent 
has ample time to close the business of the past year ' and "set ' his house in 
order" for his successor. . 
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Practical Hints and Exercises. 
~ COUNTRY SCHOOL PROGRAMME. 
THE subjoined Programme and Notes were prepar.ed by Mr. Ch.arle~ ~urner, a member of the class in " Theory and Practice of Teachmg, 10 the 
State Normal School at Whitewater, Wis. It is one of more than twenty 
offered in competition for a year's subscription to THE PRACTICAL -TEACHER, 
and is presented as a suggestive study for the thousands of teachers engaged in 
the work of conducting country schools. It assumes that .country schools ·are 
susceptible of gradation, the number of grades not to exceed four. It is the first 
programme ever prepared by Mr. Turner, although he has taught several terms. 
This specimen of practical pedagogics i~ the result of a thorough discussion of 
school programmes in the class room. 
Noles on Ilu /ollowitzg Programme. 
I. This programme is designed for a country school having from forty to 
fifty pupils, and classified into four grades as follows: A, B, C, apd D. . 
2 . The studies are: Of the A grade, Arithm~tic, Reading, Grammar, HIS-
tory, Penmanship, and Drawing. 
3. Of the B grade, Arithmetic, Reading, Language Lessons, Geography, 
Drawing, and Penmanship. 
4 Of the C grade, Arithmetic, Reading, Geography, and Spelling. . 
S. Of the D grade, Reading, Numbers, and Spelling. 
6. In the two latter gr: des ,drawing from copy on the blackbord is al-
lowed during "study hOt.rs" as noted in the programme. 
7. The term "General Exercises" implies _ exercises by the entire school, 
and includes Singing, Calisthenics, etc. . 
DAILY PROGRAMME. 
RBClTATIONS. TIMB. STUDIBS. 
RollCall, 8.55 to 8.58 Morning- Susion. 
8.58 to 9.05 Opening · Exercises. 
A~th. 
I 
(H) 
I 
(C) (D) 
DReading, 9.05 to 9.15 Readtng. Readtng. 
Print Words. C Readiug, 9.15 to 9.30 Arith. Reading. 
Write Read-
BReading, 9.30 to 9-45 ·Arith. 
\ . \ ·Arith. ilfs~c~~~' A Arithmetic, 9.45 to 10.15 Arith. Arith. struc'n BI'ks. 
Blackboard 
A and B Drawing, 10.15 to 10.30 Drawing. Rec~ss. 
10.30 to 10.40 
-; General Recess. 
- 10.40 to 10.50 General Exercises . : 
b Number, Reading. 
I 
Arith. 
I 
Arith. 10.50 to II . 
C Arithmetic, Reading. Arith. Reading. II . to 11.15 
B Arithmetic, - Reading. Use Con-11.15 to 11.35 
struc'n BI'ks. 
A Reading, 11·35 to 11.55 I Geography. \ Geograpliy. Write Spell-ing Lesson .. 
, D Spelling, 11.55 to 12. Grammar. Geography. Reading. 
COUNTRY TEACHERS. 
By PEARL MONTROSE. 
BROTHERS and sisters, may I talk with you for only a few moments? I think I have something to say worth listening to, and if I do not say 
it wen, consi~er the thought and let the husks, the words, fall, reserving the 
Dne golden grain. 
We are entering on our winter duties, rested by a short vacation after our 
summer or fall term. Are we bringing' to ollr task any new warmth of heart 
or brain or are we running a machine withont oil? Are we ·inspired with ~ strong~r determination to succeed than ever before' filled oursonls? Young 
man, the director says" you • kept' a good school last summer;" Are you 
meditating slackmg your endeavor, thinking to rest on your fairly won laurels, 
or ar.- you earnestly resolving to leach a ,better school this winter? If you 
.are young in pedagogical experience, the chaotic condition of your force of 
juveniles may alarm you. Boys and girls from 16 to 20 enter armed with a 
" reader ' n ' rithmellc 'n speller" -and just here let me entreat you-do n'l 
spend one fourth of those valuable H six hours" in teaching phthisic-bdelli-
um. Ph-th-is-ic-tizic, etc., etc .... 
HI've been to Ihere '~ I want to com~ence here' n go through." This 
frequently constitutes the only examination in mathematics, and the teacher 
in mistaken kindness helps the boy to the acme of his ambition. He H goes 
through" the arithmetic, and in the spnng he goes out t~ take his position as 
a man among men, a cillzen of the United States, o~e of the sovereign people. 
Ask yourself soberly, fairly, hQ.nestly,-Is he betfer prepared for the duties 
awaiting him than he was prior to his enrollment as your pupil? A llupil is 
a learner. What are your scholars to ream of you? It is more important 
that we think" of these things in November than in May, These boys have 
farm duties through the long golden summer hours; more pressing need, 
therefore, that the time now be wisely improved. 
.. I nner use but one rule in arithmetic" said an old farmer "and that;is 
th~ one of common sense."JiLPerhaps,one 9f the first thoughts th~t come to a 
RBCITATIONS. TIMB. S BS TUDI 
Roll Call, 12.57 to I . A/tent""n Sess;"". 
I. to 1 .05 Singing. 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
D Readtng, 1.05 to 1.15 Grammar. Reading. Readtng. Wrltenum· 
C Reading, 1 . IS to 1.30 Grammar. Reading. ber lessoll. 
BReading, 1.30 to 1·45 Grammar. Geography. Print Words. 
Lang. Lesson Geography. Use Co~-A Grammar, 1--45 to 2.10 
r ruC'nBI ks . 
B Geography, 2.10 to 2.25 History. Map Draw'g. Readi ng. 
A and B Penmanship, 2.25 to 2·40 Drawing. Recess. 
2.40 to 2·55 General R ecess. 
C Geography, 2.55 to 3.10 History. Lang. Less. \ \copy Forms. 
B Language Lesson, 3 .10 to 3.30 History. Reading. Write all Blackboard. 
D Spelling, 3.30 to 3·35 History. GeographY· IW~~s~~ll. \ 
A History, Geography. . Spelling. Excused. 3.35 to 3·55 
C Spelhng, 3.55 to 4· Grammar. Reading. 
teacher who appiies the same rule is, H. How little reasoning power this class 
has I" Be careful. You are making a mistake. Your . class possess very 
creditable faculties-the only trouble is they have never been trained to usc 
them. Acuteness and quickness of the reasoning powers cannot be attailH'd 
in a week, or a month; and, after aiJ, patience and earnestness are the crown-
ing Iraits of most energetic, successful teachers. One of our Davenport in-
structors frequently quoted" It is less important what a man grows to know, 
than what he grows to be." He never meant that to lead yon to relax one 
effort to increase each pupil 's store of knowledge. For that instructor is 
wise enough to know that the teacher who is content to let his scholars klto7IJ 
nothing, will pennit, if not lead them, to be nothing. 
But the one thlDg I want most to say I have reserved until the last. {Jet 
some evergreens and winter flowers and adorn your bare, cheerless rooms. 
Put a branch of evergreen with· a bright flower or two over every map. It is 
a little thing; but it will keep you wonderfully good, and if you are good, the 
boys and girls are almost sure to be. 
_ PUNCTUALITY OF PUPILS. 
PRINCIPAL S. F. Cale, of Blue Earth City, Minn., publish~ the monthly • report of his school in the Posl of that place, and supplements it with the 
following forcible remarks: "We herewith present the Board of Education 
'and the public our first monthly report. It gives us little pleasure to announce 
the condition of the schools publicly, but it is 'nevertheless our duty. Selrlom, 
if ever, have we seen in print as poor a report of a gmded school as this. The 
enrollment is good, but in the next column notice that just about three out of 
,four pupils have been daily in attendance; almost three-fourths of the pupils 
have been either absent or tardy; and over iiglztem hours were lost by tardi-
ness. We venture to say that three-fourths of the .:ases of tardiness have been 
, caused by the grossest carelessness, both on the part of pupils and parents. 
What has been said of tardiness is equally true of absence; pupils have come 
to us with tears in their eyes, saying that they were kept home 10 work. We 
wouder if the parents ever stop to think about the results of such education; for 
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to keep a pupil from school part of the time, or sending him late is educating 
that pupil, training him in ways he should not go. A child will grasp the 
idea quicker. than some of the older heads ; it soon learns that the attendance 
at school is merely a matter of convenience, subj ect to calls from any other 
source. We are not surprised when parents tell us that thei r children dislike 
to go to school. Who would not? There is not much pleasure in 
being behind the rest of the cla,ss. False education! Keep your children 
at home until the work is done and then send them to school with the 
understanding that nothing but sickness can keep them home, and at the end 
of the term, if your chidren do n't like to go to school, follow them ~ome night 
on the streets for the reason. 
"Hurry your children off to school in the morning and at noon. _ Every 
child should be on the school ground 11lhm tlte bell begi1ls to toll; we do not toll 
the bell for children to slart (rom Ilome, but to form, preparatory to passing to 
their respective rooms. The teachers are anxious to break up the habit of 
tardiness and unnecessary absence, and, with the aid of the parents, it will bt;. 
comparatively easy. If you will not help us it will be useless to present the 
Sll hject to the consideration of your child1-en, There is no need of arguments 
to show the bad effects of tardiness and absence on a school; these are se ttled 
points in education. 
" We wish to call the special attention of parents to the provision in 
the school regulations which provides that pupils absent four half days 
in any mqnth, and not bringing an excuse in writing to the teacher, giv-
. ing a satisfactory reasoll for such absence, are to be expelled from school for 
the remainder of the term. We consider tardiness absence, and shall treat it as 
such. Such excuses as : 'Teacher, please excuse j ohnny's absence as I was 
obliged to keep him home,' and . Please excuse the absence of Mary to date,' 
are simply ridiculous and invalid. Four such excuses are equal to, ' Parents 
please keep your child at home the rest of the term, cause-four half days unex-
cused absence.' The School Board sustain us in this. 
. , If the names of the tardy ones are withi~ publishing limits, they will appear 
with our next report. 
" We are sorry that no provisions were made to accomodate visitors when 
the school building \~as erected. Provided not more than ten come at one time, we. 
·are now ready to entertain you. In the Higher Department we have had a 
fair number during the month, but we fear many have come up as a matter of 
curiosity. Well, we say, come any way, from whatever motive. . 
" Another paragraph, and we close. We ask parents not to judge' our work 
by reports from the chIldren; vi,it the schools and t.hen you can express your 
opinion intelligently, remembering that it is poor logic to draw a cOliclusion 
from one visit." 
" THE TEACHER MUST NOT SOW PLANTS INST EAD OF SEEDS." 
Principal LEWIS FUNK, Ray View, Wisconsin. 
N EARLY three hundreds ears ago, Moravia presented ~ man who wielded a powerful educational influence upon all the pnnclpal countnes of · 
Europe. By virtue of 'his originality in thought and the adaptability of his 
methods to the wants of the public, he was repeatedly· sought after to go into 
surrounding countries to organize educational work afte~ his own systems. 
This man was John' Amos Comenius. Of humble birth, but true nobility of 
soul, he won the esteem and patronage even of kings, who repeatedly became 
interested in him, both as an educational author and a practical educator. 
His saying:" The teacher must not sow plants instead of seeds," is full of 
meaning and practical suggestion. 
It is too often the case that teachers fail in imparting instruction simply be-
cause they do not present ideas sufficiently simple and elementary. The mind 
of a child is not the mature mind of a man, hence the thoughts must be simpli-
~ed to such an extent as to be comprehensible. Especially is this trUe in: 
elementary work. The natural disposition of the child is to have faith, and 
take for granted very many things it cannot understand. This is all well_enough 
in its place; still the teacher should, even at the beginning of a child's edu· 
cation, awaken origi.nal thought and lead the mind to individual growth. This 
I conceive to be the secret. of the success attending kindergarten instruction. 
Ju~t as the planttakes to itself certllin elements about it,topromote its growth, so 
the child, of its own accord, and by virtue of its own obse)'Vation, takes to it-
self the food that is to develop mental growth. It is a very easy. matter so to 
·dwarf the mind of a child, in the stages of its earlier development, as to cripple 
it for all future study. Let the child be crammed with thoughts to him mean- . 
ingless, and allow his school work to be always a little beyond his compre-
hension, and in a few years you have so bound and hampered the pow~rs of 
the mind, as to render it utterly unfit for original investigation. 
Very few of the pupils who attend our graded ~chools and high schools 
complete the courses of study in use. The best that can be done is to acquire 
rudiments or germs which are susceptlble of future growth. In my estimation, 
the truly honest and earnest teachel will seek to impart instruction that wiII 
be.of the greatest lasting benefit. It is all . well enough to make a grand dis. 
play on oral examination days by presenting nun.ecous facts and multitudnin. 
ous second-hand ideas. Patrons may smile and approve, but I should much 
prefer the after-gratitu(~e of the earneS1?etudent, when he comes to meet 
the real it ies of life and fina,· within.himself the power to overcome. 
The conclusion is- sow seeds of learning. containing live germs of thought, 
and in due time will appear the plant, the blossom, and the mature fruit. 
NOISY SCHOOL ROOMS. 
WHAT things contribute to make unnecessary noise in the school-room? I. Feet. 2. Slates. 3. Pencils. 4. Books. 5. Whispering. 6. Talking 
in an undertone. 7. Closing doots and windows . 
First, The feet, when owned by careless pupils, make unnecessary noise in 
cases of tardine~s, through dqors, halls, and aisles, which should at the time 
be unused and quiet; shuffl ing during study-hours ; in passing to and from 
recitations and other parts of the room. 
Second, The slates come in contact with desks and oth<::r hard surfaces 
while in the hand; they fall to the floor. 
Tltird, The pencil is sharpened upon the desk; it is dropped upon the 
slate or floor; in slate work the clickillg noise which all teachers understand. 
Fourth, T he book is thrown upon the desk; it is dropped upon the floor ; 
the leaves are made to rustle in turning them; it is closed with too much ve-
hemence; it is put in or under the desk with noise. . 
Fifth, The whispering noise may be made by moving the lips in study or 
in conversation. 
Sixth, The talking is done as the whispering . 
Seventh, Doors and windows are insecurely fastened open; the doorS are 
slammed. 
T he teacher is called on to preside over a school new to him. 
Is he prepared to be what he desires to have his pupils become? How de-
sirable it is that the teacher be an excellent model. Is he careful how he 
walks upon the floor? Does he impress his pupils, in his manner of placing . 
slates and books upon the desk, how he wants it done by them? How dot'S 
he sharpen ·pencils? Does he whisper to visitor,? Arc doors and winduws . 
closed with care ? How does he ask questions and issue orders-in a boi ~­
terous manner? Not so does the successful teacher. 
So, then, first of all.- let the teacher by example and precept impress UpOlY 
his school his ideal of that to which he aspires. A. ,H. PORTER. 
SKETCHES OF LESSONS IN PRIMARY READlNG.-FIRST YEAR. 
Miss ISABEL LAWRENCE, Sttte Normal School. Whitewater, Wis. 
NOTE.-In the series oJ sketches to be presimted, .an effort .has b~en made to unite the advantages of the word, sentence, and phomc methods, and 
to aVOId the disadvantages which arise from the exclu~ive use of either one. 
The word method is first used because of its simplicity .. The abbreviations 
Tr. and Ch. will be used to represent teacher and children, respectively, In 
the series. 
Object.-To cultivate perception, conception, and lan~age. 
Point.-To teach children to distinguish between the picture of the cat, ~he 
word cat, and the cat itself. 
Matter.-'1 he word cat. 
Method.-Tr. presents a picture of a cat. ~'Wbat is this?" 
Ch. This is a cat. 
Tr. How many think this is a cat? . All hands are raised. 
Tr. What can a cat do? 
Cn. A .cat can run, catch mice, etc. 
Tr. Make this cat 1"\1n. 
Cn. 'We cannot. 
Tr. Why not? 
Ch. It is the pictuI;e of a cat. Cn. find· other pictures of cats, stating in 
full of each, "This is the picture of a eat." 
Tr_ How many have cats at home'? What is the color of your cat? 
Many similar questions leading children to talk freely of cats t)ley have 
seen. . 
Tr. prints on the board the word cat. This means what you say, when 
you say cat. What do you call this? Tr. or Cn. 'Phis is the word cat. 
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Tr. prints it again ond again. Ch. state, pointing to picture and to word, 
"This is the picture of a cat, and that is the word cat." 
Applio li.JI/. - CIt. find the word cat in books, select it from lists of other 
word~ ti l" n the ), j ard, also find pictures of cats, stating in full of each. 
A CHAPTER OF INTERESTING FACTS. 
E;'\\"EI.OPES were first used '11 1839. .J -I " ~ first air pump. was made in 1850. 
The lirst ; teel pen was made in 1830. 
AI':l" the:.ia was first discovered in 1844. 
Tht: tir.,t balloon ascent was made in 1783. 
The li.st lucifer match was made in 1829 
The t:llti.~ Hebrew Bible was printed in 1488. 
The first iron steamship was built in 1830. 
Coaches were first used in England in 1.'169. 
The first horse railroad was built in 1826-7. 
Gold was first discovered in California in 1 84il. 
The first steamboat plied the Hudson in 180z". 
The first watches were made at Nuremburg, in 1477. 
Omnibuses were introduced in New York in 1830. 
The first newspaper advertisement appeared in 1652. 
The first copper cent was coined in New Haven in 1687. 
Kerosene WllS first used for lighting purpos. s in 1826 . 
. The first telescope was probably used in England in 1608. 
The first saw-maker's anvil was brought to America in 1819. 
The first use of a 10coJIlotive in this country was in 1829. 
The first almanac was printed by Geo. von Purbach, in 1460. 
The first chimneys were introduced into Rome from Padua in 1368. 
The first printing press in the United States Was introduced in 1620. 
The first steam engine on this continent was brought from England in 1753. 
Glass windows were first introduced into England in the eighth century. 
The first complete sewing machine was patented by Elias Howe Jr., in 1846 
Glass was early discovered. Glass beads were found on mummies over 
3,000 years old. 
The first algebra originated with Diophantus, in either the fourth or sixth 
century. 
The first society for tb,e promotion of Christian knowledge was organized in 
1698. 
The first attempt to manufacture pins in this country was made soon after 
, the war of 1812. . 
The first national bank in the United States was incorporated by Congress 
Dec·31, 1783 . . 
Organs are said to have been first introduced into cl.urches by Pope Vital-
lanus about A. D. 1780. 
The first glass factory in the United Stat~s of which we have definite knowl-
edge was built in 1780. 
The first temperance society in this country was organized in Saratoga county, 
N. Y., m March, 1808. 
The first compass was used in France in I ISO, though the Chinese are said 
to have employed the loadstone ear1i~r. 
The first machine for carding, roving and spinning cotton made in the Uni-
ted States was manufactured in 1786. . 
The first society for the exclusive purpose of circulating the Bible was organ-
ized in 1805, under the name of " British and Foreign Bible Society." 
The first telegraph instrument was successfully operated by S. F. B. Morse, 
the inventor, in 1835, though its utility was not demonstr<lted to the world until 
1844. 
The first daily newspaper appeared in 1702. The first newspaper in the 
United States was published in Boston, September 25, 1790. The first religious 
newspaper, the Boston Record, was established in 1815. 
FACTS FOR TEACHERS. 
[Gleaned from the press.] 
AN English book dealer, say no Aqlerican publishing house ever got out a . book equal to the general style of printing in vogue in England. He does 
not refer to binding Or outside show,. but to the print, the taste, the ink, and 
the quality of the paper. In some particular the America~ book is sure to 
faA. be it only in the proportions of margins. 
-The colonial possessions of France are dispersed over Asia, Africa, 
America, and Polynesia, and embrace, including the countries under protection, 
a total area of 463,827 square miles. Of these, three are in Asia, five in Afri-
ca, four in America, and three in Polynesia. The protected countries num-
ber one in ASia, and four in Polynesia. 
-The Chinese language is spoken by about 350,000,000 people. The 
English language is spoken by from eighty to eighty-five millions. 
-The scientific survey of Western Palestine .has just been completed by the 
engineers in the employ of the British Palestine Exploration Society. The 
survey was begun in 1872, and with the exception of fifteen months in 1875 
and 1876 taken in office work, it has been pushed forward uninterruptedly 
since then. The materials gathered will be condensed in a map, to consist of 
twentY-six sheets; each sheet to be accompanied by a memoir containing the 
names of the places and information about them. 
By all means try and illustrate the lessons in the several branclies pursued 
by some practt"cal application every day. 
, M~asure wood and sell it-and grain and buy it-make out bills-pass receipts 
-be practt"cal. 
Take advantage now of this lull in politics to talk up ill the county papers 
the advantages of good schools. Show how intelligence pays on the farm. in 
the shOl;, in the home-every ",here; the intelligent men and women are law-
abiding, peaceful, helpful-producing more than they. consume. Ignorance 
goes begging, begets idleness, thriftlessness, vice, and poverty, and our taxation 
comes from supporting and providing for these, and not from what we expend 
.to educate the children.-American Journal of Education. 
-Tickle the public and make ~t grin, the more you tickle the more you 'Il 
win; but teach the public-you'll never grow rich, but live like a beggar 
and die in a ditch !-Joliet Sun. 
Publishers' Department. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WEEKLV, from one to twenty inclusive, will be furnished for five cents each. All published since No. 20, ten cents 7"ch. Any who ~ave extra co~· les of 21, 31, 32, 40, or 41 will confer a favor on us by retummg them. We Will extend thel!. 
subscription one week lor each copy so returned. . 
If notice is sent us of a missin~ number immediately on recclpt of the flex t number, we 
will mail it free. Always gtve the number of the paper, not ~e date. 
In ordermg a change in the address:ot your paper, always gtve the postoffice and state 
From which you wish the address changed. 
After Jan. I, 1878, our clubbmg rates will be -..25 for five subscribers, and 12.00 for ten 
or more. For six months, '1.35 and '1.20. 
-We printed 250 more copies of the WEEKLY of No. 41 th~ the we:k 
before, and yet had only a very few left over. A few get lost m the malls 
every week, 'which, of course is not our fault, as we always mail the full list 
carefully(No.40 as an exception), and we need a few on hand t~ supply-t~e 
lost numbers if possible. We are under no obligations to do thiS, but wtll 
do so gladly. 
-We will exchange any other numbers of the WEEKLY for Nos. 21,31,32, 
40, and 41. 
-We invite all teachers who are out of employment to send to us for terms 
to agents. We offer extraordinary inducements for any who will canvass the 
teachers of a given county .for subscriptions to either the THE PRACfICAL 
TEACHER or THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. Good references are always re-
quired. Now is t1;le time to engage in this work. 
Please send me the advance number of THE PRACf1CAL TEACHER. If it is 
a.< good as the THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, we must surely have it upon our 
table these long e\·enings.-Annie E. Packer, Farmigton, Ill. 
THE EDUCAT10l'\AL WEEKLY is ·fast becoming a gi<\nt in the cause of popu-
lar educa.tion. Ev"ry teacher should take it.-Supt. J. Pike, Jerseyville, III 
I am rejoiced at the coming of THE PRACf1CAL TEACHER. * * * I 
am receiving the WE:EKLY and like it.-Supt. J. W. Hancock, Goodhue Co., 
Minn. 
I am much plea:;ed with the WEEKLY.-D. G. Perkins, DesMoines, la. 
An ably edited journal and full of reading which cannot fail to interest and 
instruct tca~hers.-Chicago Int"'- Ocean. . 
I should not consider my~elf a live teacher, or that I was doing my duty, if 
I were not a reader of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY or a journal of like 
merit.-Prin. H. ~. Paddock, Sublette, Ill. 
I think THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY the best of the educational journals. 
I ~et .more help from it than from any other.-State Supt. Wm. J. Corthell, 
Marne. 
~HE ~DUCAT10':iAL WEEKLY is the peer in interest and value of any edu-
cational Jour,nal. wuh which I .lm acquainted, and especially worthy the . pat-
ronage of Michigan teachers.-State Supt. H. S. Tarbell, Lansing, Mich. 
